BIOGRAPHY

THE LOST BOYS: A FAMILY RIPPED APART BY WAR
Catherine Bailey  The fate of Ulrich von Hassell's grandsons, and of their mother, arrested in the aftermath of the July '44 bomb plot against Hitler. For those who read Fey's memoir many years ago, this looks at the story from many more angles.  £20.00

ON CHAPEL SANDS: MY MOTHER AND OTHER MISSING PERSONS
Laura Cumming  Set in a coastal village in Lincolnshire, this is a family memoir by a distinguished art historian which unravels the secrets and mysteries surrounding her mother's kidnap on the beach as a 3-year-old, and subsequent adoption by her own father. Do read this: it is extraordinary, and moving.  £16.99

IRA: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A PRINCESS
Nicholas Fonckes  Virginia Carolina Theresa Pancrazia Galdina, Prinzessin zu Fürstenberg, sloe-eyed actress, niece of Gianni Agnelli, sister-in-law of Diane von F... Large format, In a slip case.  £50.00

OUT EAST: MEMOIR OF A MONTAUK SUMMER
John Glynn  Boys and girls come out to play on Long Island one long, giddy summer, suffused with millenial angst and eternal longings.  £27.00

BAGEHOT: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE GREATEST VICTORIAN
James Grant  It rather sounds as if a final noun is missing from the subtitle - perhaps 'economist' or 'essayist' or 'businessman'? His legacy has been felt in the political responses to the 2008 financial crisis.  £19.99

GRESHAM'S LAW: THE LIFE AND WORLD OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I'S BANKER
John Guy  A brilliant account of this able and unscrupulous man.  £25.00

PASSIONATE SPIRIT: THE LIFE OF ALMA MAHLER
Cate Haste  History might have been kinder to Alma Schindler-Mahler-Gropius-Werfel had she been less ambitious. Yet Mahler's attitude to her musical career steered her energy to working through her husbands and lovers.  £25.00

BY FAITH AND LOVE
Hugh Hertford  A memoir.  pbk £20.00

THE SLOW DOWNFALL OF MARGARET THATCHER: THE DIARIES OF BERNARD INGHAM
Bernard Ingham  Jan 1989 - Dec 1990, when Thatcher resigned and Ingham retired as her press secretary.  £20.00

KING OF THE WORLD: THE LIFE OF LOUIS XIV
Philip Mansel  Magnificent biography of the Sun King by a writer who divides his attentions between royalist France and the Levant.  £30.00
FEAST OF ASHES: THE LIFE AND ART OF DAVID OHANNESSIAN
Sato Moughalian DA was an Armenian who fled the genocide to Jerusalem, where he introduced the art of Armenian pottery and tile-making during the British mandate. His final years were spent in Cairo and Beirut. A fascinating book of exile and renewal, by his granddaughter. £24.99

KING AND EMPEROR: A NEW LIFE OF CHARLEMAGNE
Janet L. Nelson Three years after Fried's comes another, excellent biography. £25.00

MADAME FOURCADE'S SECRET WAR: THE DARING YOUNG WOMAN WHO LED FRANCE'S LARGEST SPY NETWORK AGAINST HITLER
Lynne Olson Remarkably, Marie-Madeleine survived the war, although twice captured, and her story has never been told before. Olsen is a fine historian. £22.00

MEMORIES OF LOW TIDE
Chantal Thomas A memoir of her youth on the Atlantic coast, by a highly regarded French academic. £14.99

GEORGE IV: KING IN WAITING
Stella Tillyard After a bit of a gap, the latest in the excellent 'Penguin Monarchs' series. £12.99

MRS DELANY: A LIFE
Clarissa Campbell Orr The glorious Mary Delany, famous for her botanical collages. A new biography, illustrated, that also looks at her friendships with luminaries of the period, including Handel and Joseph Banks. £30.00

MY FIRST MEMORY: EPIPHANIES, WATERSHEDS AND ORIGIN STORIES
Edited by Ben Holden Allende, Zweig, Einstein, Machiavelli, Marias, Pavarotti... an anthology with a kaleidoscopic range of contributors. £16.99

A STATE AT ANY COST: THE LIFE OF DAVID BEN-GURION
Tom Segev A substantial biography of the founder of Israel, due late August. £30.00

Robert Zaretsky Diderot visited Catherine the Great in St Petersburg in 1773 and spent four months advocating enlightenment ideas to her: Her retort? "Your grand principles make for good books and bad actions." £20.00

HISTORY & CURRENT AFFAIRS

LAST WITNESSES: UNCHILDLIKE STORIES
Svetlana Alexiench The Nobel laureate recounts the childhood experiences of WW2 that she began collecting in the 1970s. First published in Russia in 1985 but never before here. £12.99

INDIA IN THE PERSIANATE AGE: 1000-1765
Richard Eaton Explores the wonderful interplay between the native Sanskrit-based culture and the Persian culture that shaped the rise of Mughals, from the Middle Ages to the arrival of the British. £30.00

THE UNSETTLING OF EUROPE: THE GREAT MIGRATION, 1945 TO THE PRESENT
Peter Gatrell A powerful new book that brings together post-WW2 migrations and those of the 2010s into a single narrative. It addresses both the achievements such journeys often involve, and also the issues governing attitudes towards migrants. £30.00

AMÉRICA: THE EPIC STORY OF SPANISH NORTH AMERICA, 1493-1898
Robert Goodwin We may know about Columbus and Cortez, but we forget that Spain's vast empire included swathes of territory from Florida to California until the late 1800s. The author of 'Spain: The Centre of the World' has given a vivid account of the widely forgotten protagonists. £25.00
THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
A C Grayling  Clear and witty journey through the philosophical traditions of the world, from Buddha and Confucius to the present.  £26.00

MR. SMITH GOES TO CHINA: THREE SCOTS IN THE MAKING OF BRITAIN’S GLOBAL EMPIRE
Jessica Hanse  Examines the lives of three Scottish private traders - George Smith of Bombay, George Smith of Canton, and George Smith of Madras - to explore Britain's imperial expansion.  £35.00

PROMISE ME YOU’LL SHOOT YOURSELF: THE DOWNFALL OF ORDINARY GERMANS, 1945
Florian Huber  A bestseller in Germany, this remarkable book considers the terrible waves of suicides among ordinary Germans towards the end of WW2, particularly in the face of the approaching Red Army.  £20.00

NOVACENE: THE COMING AGE OF HYPERINTELLIGENCE
James Lovelock  At the age of 100, the creator of the Gaia hypothesis advances a new and disarmingly optimistic theory that we will be rescued from environmental catastrophe by Artificial Intelligence systems.  £14.99

ISLAMIC EMPIRES: FIFTEEN CITIES THAT DEFINE A CIVILIZATION
Justin Marozzi  From Mecca in 1099, via Baghdad, Damascus, Cordoba, Fez, Istanbul, Isfahan, Kabul, Dubai... to the merchant republic of Beirut in the nineteenth century.  £25.00

SHADOWPLAY: BEHIND THE LINES AND UNDER FIRE: THE INSIDE STORY OF EUROPE’S LAST WAR
Tim Marshall  The author of the hugely successful 'Prisoners of Geography' looks back to the shattering of Yugoslavia in the 1990s where, as a journalist, he witnessed events as they unfolded. pbk £9.99

THE MOON: A HISTORY FOR THE FUTURE
Oliver Morton  Deeply fascinating and extremely readable. Everything from historical and mythological references to Armstrong stepping out into the Sea of Tranquility and stirring up moon dust. The pages on the formation of the moon are heart-stopping. Lunar mining anyone?  £20.00

GENTLEMEN OF UNCERTAIN FORTUNE: HOW YOUNGER SONS MADE THEIR WAY IN JANE AUSTEN’S ENGLAND
Rory Muir  The truth universally acknowledged that only eldest sons inherited underpins this rich social history.  £25.00

THIS IS NOT PROPAGANDA: ADVENTURES IN THE WAR AGAINST REALITY
Peter Pomerantsev  The author of the astonishing Nothing is True and Everything is Possible seeks to understand contemporary politics, and ourselves, in a time when truth is a playground for contortionists.  £14.99

WHERE POWER STOPS: THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF PRESIDENTS AND PRIME MINISTERS

THE ANXIOUS TRIUMPH: A GLOBAL HISTORY OF CAPITALISM, 1860-1914
Donald Sassoon  Argues that capitalism's instability is its driving-force, not an incidental by-product.  £30.00

VOICES OF HISTORY: SPEECHES THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Simon Sebag Montefiore  Follows his very popular 'Written in History: Letters that Changed the World'.  £12.99
THE LIBERATION OF PARIS: HOW EISENHOWER, DE GAULLE, AND VON CHOLTITZ SAVED THE CITY OF LIGHT
Jean Edward Smith  How various Americans, French, and Germans, all raced to save the city from destruction.  £16.99

1939: A PEOPLE’S HISTORY
Frederick Taylor  Draws on British and German sources to reminds us that most people did not want to go to war in 1939; and draws unnerving parallels with the present.  £25.00

FICTION

BIG SKY
Kate Atkinson  A clever plot for Jackson Brodie to unravel.  £20.00

I AM SOVEREIGN
Nicola Barker  An oyster shell falls from the sky in Llandudno, where a maker of fancy teddy-bears is trying to sell his nondescript house, onto the head of a prospective buyer.  Epiphanies abound in this joyful adventure.  £12.99

NIGHT BOAT TO TANGIER
Kevin Barry  Two fading Irish gangsters sit in the port of Algeciras, a sort of purgatory for this mouthy pair as they wait for their own Godot. A lyrical, dark and outstanding portrait of this dented pair. Unforgettable and brilliant.  £14.99

A NAIL, A ROSE
Madeleine Bourdouxhe  Short stories by the Belgian author who has been likened to Proust and Woolf. Long out of print.  pbk £12.00

MADELEINE
Euan Cameron  The discovery of love and betrayal in Vichy France: sleeping dogs awoken by a young Englishman. By a writer known for his exemplary translations of Modiano, de Beauvoir, Morand, Claudel, etc.  £16.99

TRAVELLERS
Helon Habila  A novel of interwoven strands, set mostly in Berlin, about migrants - some privileged, others less so.  £12.99

JOE COUNTRY
Mick Herron  The sixth Jackson Lamb story: and still the most popular new spy series in a decade.  £14.99

VIVIAN
Christina Hesselholdt  A fictionalised life of Vivian Maier, the photographer of everyday life whose work was found by chance relatively recently. Documentary fiction at its best.  pbk £12.99

FABULOUS
Lucy Hughes-Hallett  Beguiling reworkings of myths and folk tales, set in contemporary Britain.  £12.99

LIVE A LITTLE
Howard Jacobson  Two ancients-of-days fall in love; one has two carers, delightfully called Nastya and Euphoria. Jacobson is funny and acerbic, tender too.  £18.99

THE MARQUISE OF O-
Heinrich Von Kleist  A new translation of Kleist's famous novella; and dinkily served up by Pushkin Press as one of their elegant, small-format paperbacks.  pbk £12.00

THREE SUMMERS
Margarita Liberaki  A re-issue of a modern Greek classic: three sisters growing up outside Athens in the years before WW2.  pbk £10.99
WHEN WE WERE RICH
Tim Lott  Lott picks up the characters from his first novel, 'White City Bue' and deposits them in the first decade of the new millenium. Very funny, rather wicked, and humane underneath it all.  £16.99

THE ARCHIPELAGO OF ANOTHER LIFE
Andrei Makine  A novel set in Makine's native Siberia, about the pursuit of a fugitive across the Taiga. Makine's writing is sparse and beautiful.  pbk £14.99

THE WARLOW EXPERIMENT
Alix Nathan  An unsettling experiment in solitude and voluntary imprisonment, set in the Welsh marches in the 1790s. A brilliantly imagined novel.  £12.99

KNIFE
Jo Nesbo  Harry Hole wakes up with blood on his hands and doesn't know where it came from.  £20.00

THE VANISHING HOURS
Barney Norris  Compassionate, dreamy novel about lost love from the author of 'Fiver Rivers Met on a Wooded Plain'.  £12.99

A DOUBLE LIFE
Karolina Pavlova, translated by Barbara Heldt  A forgotten classic of mid-19th Russian literature which contrasts the exterior and interior worlds of the young heroine, limited by privilege and liberated in her dreams. There is also a paperback edition.  £24.00

A DOUBLE LIFE
Karolina Pavlova, translated by Barbara Heldt  A forgotten classic of mid-19th Russian literature which contrasts the exterior and interior worlds of the young heroine, limited by privilege and liberated in her dreams. There is also a hardback edition.  pbk £11.99

THE SECOND PERSEPHONE BOOK OF SHORT STORIES
Nicola Beauman  Their hundredth book! Huzzahs to Nicola Beauman and her wonderful team. Thirty stories from 1896-1984, presented in chronological order.  pbk £15.00

WHITE HOT SILENCE
Henry Porter  Sequel to 'Firefly': a kidnapped woman, Peshmergas and the Mafia have Paul Sansom, former MI6 agent, in a race against time.  £16.99

ABEL AND CAIN
Gregor von Rezzori  'The Death of My Brother Abel', Rezzori's monumental and turbulent turn through the 20th, and its short pendant novella 'Cain: The Last Manuscript', together for the first time in English.  £14.99

QUICHOTTE
Salman Rushdie  A slanting gaze on contemporary America, from the ever mercurial Rushdie who relishes his inversion of Cervantes: picaresque and satirical.  £20.00

10 MINUTES 38 SECONDS IN THIS STRANGE WORLD
Elif Shafak  Moments of life relived at the moment of her protagonist's death allow Shafak an extraordinary cast of characters and for powerful images of modern Turkey. Lyrical, compelling.  £14.99

THE NEW GIRL
Daniel Silva  James Bond goes to Malory Towers... revenge, betrayal, deceit, abduction, all starting in a Swiss boarding school.  £20.00

THIS POISON WILL REMAIN
Fred Vargas  A death by spider bite... and another... and another. Cunning, twisted, clever stuff.  £16.99

ON EARTH WE'RE BRIEFLY GORGEOUS
Ocean Vuong  Arresting first novel by the young American-Vietnamese poet, pitched as a letter from a son to his mother and at least partly autobiographical. Vuong won the both the Forward and T S Eliot prizes in 2017.  £12.99
MILTON PLACE
Elizabeth de Waal A previously unpublished novel by the author of 'The Exiles Return', centres around a love affair and an English country house in the 1950s. pbk £13.00

THE MEMORY POLICE
Yoko Ogawa The problem of not forgetting: an Orwellian tale about truth, autonomy and surveillance. £12.99

THE NICKEL BOYS
Colson Whitehead By the Pulitzer Prize winning author of 'The Underground Railroad'. Set in an unspeakable reform school in 1960s Florida, CW's new novel engages with a shocking strand of recent US history. £16.99

POETRY AND ESSAYS

HARVEST BELLS: NEW AND UNCOLLECTED POEMS BY JOHN BETJEMAN
John Betjeman Newly published poems from the once poet laureate of England, Englishness, trains and country churches. £16.99

THE COLLECTED POEMS OF KATHLEEN RAINE
Kathleen Raine She's wonderful. £20.00

THE MAKING OF POETRY: COLERIDGE, THE WORDSWORTHS AND THEIR YEAR OF MARVELS
Adam Nicolson, illustrated by Tom Hammick The year was 1797-98, and the trio went to the Quantocks, where C and W produced 'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner', 'Kublai Khan' and 'Lyrical Ballads'. Dorothy's contribution is less realised, but significant. AN's exploration of this ecstatic year is wonderfully illuminating. £25.00

COVENTRY
Rachel Cusk First collection of essays and literary criticism. £14.99

WORDY
Simon Schama Schama calls himself "a journeyman shuffling along in the footsteps of giants" (Rabelais, Montaigne, Dickens et al) in an access of modesty. His essays on food, politics, art and life are deeply pleasurable. £20.00

THE HEART OF A STRANGER: AN ANTHOLOGY OF EXILE LITERATURE
Edited by Andre Naffis-Sahely A mix of poetry, fiction and non-fiction from six continents, beginning with the Desert Fathers in the C5th. (Late August). pbk £12.99

THE CRITIC AS ARTIST
Oscar Wilde, introduction by Michael Bracewell A dialogue subtitled 'With Some Remarks on the Importance of Doing Nothing'. "Journalism is unreadable, and literature is unread". Set in a house overlooking Green Park, the two young men discussing art have just eaten ortolans, washed down with Chambertin. Mad not to. pbk £8.95

AT THE POND: SWIMMING AT THE HAMPSTEAD LADIES' POND
Edited by Margaret Drabble An anthology for those who took Millais's 'Ophelia' to heart. Includes work by Margaret Drabble, Esther Freud, Sophi Macintosh & Deborah Moggach. pbk £9.99

ROUGH IDEAS: REFLECTIONS ON MUSIC AND MORE
Stephen Hough Writer, composer, painter and, above all, a musician. Hough's notes and glimpses from his notebooks, mostly written in the interstices of getting from A to B for another concert. £18.99

IT GETS ME HOME, THIS CURVING TRACK: OBJECTS & ESSAYS 2012-2018
Ian Penman Essays on the black musicians and those who followed them, including James Brown, Charlie Parker, Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra, Steely Dan and Prince. pbk £12.99
ART & ARCHITECTURE

ROBERT ADAM AND HIS BROTHERS: NEW LIGHT ON BRITAIN'S LEADING ARCHITECTURAL FAMILY
Edited by Thom Colin Essays based on a symposium at The Georgian Group in 2015. Handsomely illustrated, it looks at many aspects of the Adam brothers’ oeuvre, such as interior planning, their use of colour and classical sources, their involvement in the art market, town planning and building speculation. £60.00

FRA ANGELICO AND THE RISE OF THE FLORENTINE RENAISSANCE
Carl Brandon Strehlke Eschewing the usual theological reading of his life, this presents an original, balanced account of a transitional decade in Florentine art history. £29.95

LUDWIG BEMELMANS
Quentin Blake An insight into the mind and creativity of one great illustrator (creator of Madeline etc) by another. £18.95

FRANK BOWLING
Edited by Elena Crippa Prepare to be bowled over. The catalogue for his astonishing exhibition at Tate Britain. phbk £25.00

CUTTING EDGE: MODERN BRITISH PRINTMAKING
Gordon Samuel The Grosvenor School of Modern Art (established 1925) fused elements of Cubism, Vorticism and Futurism. Sybil Andrews and Cyril Power are stand-outs, but so too some lesser names such as Ethel Spowers, William Greengrass, Eveline Syme and Claude Flight. Delicious! (Published to accompany the exhibition at Dulwich Picture Gallery). £25.00

CHINESE ARCHITECTURE: A HISTORY
Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt Wide-ranging and comprehensive, from the early civilisation, C21st globalisation and everything in between. £50.00

COLLETT-ZARZYCKI: THE TAILORED HOME
Dominic Bradbury Victorian townhouses, Tuscan villas and marble Mediterranean retreats... £40.00

HAMMERSHOI: LE MAITRE DE LA PEINTURE
Musée Jacquemart-Andre Landscapes, portraits and nudes as well as his more familiar quietest interiors. Catalogue to the exhibition at the Musée Jacquemart-Andre in Paris. French text. £50.00

FRANCES HODGKINS: EUROPEAN JOURNEYS
Mary Kisler & Catherine Hammond A visual chronology. She met Modernism in Paris and later showed with Hepworth, Nicholson et al. £39.95

LEE KRASNER: LIVING COLOUR
Eleanor Nairne The long-overlooked Abstract Expressionist now being given her due at the Barbican. £35.00

LANDSCAPE PAINTING NOW: FROM POP ABSTRACTION TO NEW ROMANTICISM
Todd Bradway Excellent global survey covering eighty artists. £39.95

A LESSON IN ART AND LIFE: THE COLOURFUL WORLD OF CEDRIC MORRIS AND ARTHUR LETT HAINES
Hugh St Clair A much anticipated book about this wonderful pair - iris-growers, gardeners, eaters of aubergines, lovers, parrot-bearers, teachers and artists. £30.00

LEONARDO DA VINCI REDISCOVERED
Carmen C. Bambach A magnificently presented four-volume edition, in a slip case. With excellent text too. £400.00
IMPRESSIONIST AND POST-IMPRESSIONIST DRAWINGS
Christopher Lloyd  The former surveyor of the Queen's pictures gives weight to the drawings of twenty mostly French artists.  £35.00

FELIX VALLOTTON
Dita Amory, Philippe Battier, Ann Dumas, Patrick McGuinness, Christian Ramelin & Belinda Thomson et al  Great printmaker and one of les Nabis, along with Bonnard and Vuillard. Catalogue to RA show.  £35.00

ZUBER: TWO CENTURIES OF PANORAMIC WALLPAPER
Brian Coleman  Zuber et Cie have been manufacturing luscious wallpapers in Rixheim since 1797...  £55.00

PAULA REGO: OBEDIENCE AND DEFiance
Edited by Anthony Spira & Catherine Lampert  Accompanies a major touring exhibition of the Portuguese-born artist.  £29.99

RENOIR: THE BODY, THE SENSES
Edited by Esther Bell  Well-illustrated book from Yale, at a time of year when we all wish to be naked and bathing.  £40.00

DRAWING THE CURTAIN: MAURICE SENDAK'S DESIGNS FOR OPERA AND: MAURICE SENDAK'S DESIGNS FOR OPERA
N/\A  MS's marvels for 'The Magic Flute', 'The Cunning Little Vixen', etc.  £29.99

TRAVEL

SARDINIA: ISLAND OF MYTH AND MAGIC
Edward Burman  A historical survey from Neolithic times to the present.  £20.00

SAVAGE DREAMLAND: JOURNEYS IN BURMA
David Eimer  Sharp observation of the country's uneasy awakening from 50 years of military dictatorship.  £20.00

SOVIETISTAN: A JOURNEY THROUGH TURKMENISTAN, KAZAKHSTAN, TAJIKISTAN, KYRGYZSTAN AND UZBEKISTAN
Erika Fatland  Remarkable travelogue through five former Soviet republics now flying their national(ist) flags. Moving, occasionally surreal.  £20.00

TANGIER: FROM THE ROMANS TO THE ROLLING STONES
Richard Hamilton  A cultural history, among whose most significant figures is the late and adored Christopher Gibbs.  £20.00

THE SEA JOURNAL: SEAFARERS' SKETCHBOOKS
Huw Lewis-Jones  According to John Everett, artists and sailors "are both vagabonds and wanderers". A handsome book of brief biogs and sketches by explorers, whalers, naval officers and even a few women. Annie Brassey travelled with her husband and children and an onboard menagerie of monkeys, birds and a tiny anteater that coiled around her arm like a bracelet.  £29.95

THE FENS: DISCOVERING ENGLAND'S ANCIENT DEPTHS
Francis Pryor  Combines the history of the mysterious Fenland landscape, and its transformation, with the story of his own discovery of it as an archaeologist.  £25.00

MUD AND STARS: TRAVELS IN RUSSIA WITH PUSHKIN AND OTHER GENIUSSES OF THE GOLDEN AGE
Sara Wheeler  Travelling across eight time zones, Wheeler gives voice to the 'ordinary' people of Russia, and considers how Pushkin, Tolstoy, Gogol and Turgenev et al continue to represent their country today.  £20.00
THE ANCIENT WOODS OF HELFORD RIVER
Oliver Rackham Twenty-five woods - much of them oak - border the river, one section meeting the sea. Rackham was the first to develop the idea of ancient woodland and thereby to begin the process of protecting it. pbk £14.00

THE GARDEN JUNGLE: OR GARDENING TO SAVE THE PLANET
Dave Goulson Our dependence on lacewings, hoverflies and their ilk, and how we can rethink our approach to our gardens. Who really wants a striped lawn anyway? £16.99

WALKS IN THE WILD: A GUIDE THROUGH THE FOREST
Peter Wohlleben PW's approach to nature is readable, practical and always interesting. £14.99

A CLAXTON DIARY: FURTHER FIELD NOTES FROM A SMALL PLANET
Mark Cocker Intimate and observant essays. £16.99

FOOD

SPoonfuls of Honey: Recipes From Around the World
Hattie Ellis A reprint of HE's fine book on honey is causing a buzz, again. £12.99

THE PIG: TALES AND RECIPES FROM THE KITCHEN GARDEN AND BEYOND
Robin Hutson The extraordinary successful small chain of country b & bs with the emphasis on home-grown produce. £30.00

EAST: 120 Vegetarian and Vegan Recipes From Bangalore to Beijing
Meera Sodha Her first book was 'Made in India', memorable for its simplicity and deliciousness. Green coriander chutney that could get greedy genies back into their bottles. £20.00

CHILDRENS

MIGHTY MIN
Melissa Castrillon Min is tiny, and lives at the bottom of the garden with her tiny aunts. How to be brave if one is tiny? With rather gorgeous illustrations. Ages 3 - 6. £12.99

TOP MARKS FOR MURDER
Robin Stevens Murder and boarding school - an irresistible combination already familiar to fans of the 'Murder Most Unladylike' series. Ages 7-10. pbk £6.99

ANCIENT WONDERS
Iris Volant & Avalon Nuovo A marvellous introduction to the Seven Wonders of the World and some extras (Stonehenge, the Terracotta Army, the Nazca lines, etc) with tangents on the technologies used to build them. Ages 7-10. £12.99

FANTASTIC TOYS: A CATALOG
Monika Beisner A 'catalogue' of zany delights - Jumping Boots, Inflatable Flowers, Animal Umbrellas and, best of all, the Sheep Toboggan. Ages 4-6. £11.99

LAMPIE AND THE CHILDREN OF THE SEA
Annet Schaap A lighthouse keeper's daughter is blamed for a wreck, and is sent away to work as a maid; her adventures take her amongst mermaids and pirates. Determined and resourceful, Lampie is a delightful heroine. Ages 8 -11. £12.99

THE BOY WHO FLEW
Fleur Hitchcock A home-made flying machine, a murder, rooftops and rogues... a spirited adventure for ages 7 - 10. pbk £6.99
SOME OF OUR RECENT FAVOURITES

**ISOLDE**  
_Inna Odoevtseva_  
Scandalous Parisian excitement leaves a precocious Russian émigré dazzled yet restless. An ode to youth with all the luxurious ennui of F Sagan, Odoevsteva’s tale of exile and adolescence is her first to be translated into English. First published in 1929.  
**pbk £12.00**

**GHOST WALL**  
_Sarah Moss_  
An exercise in experimental archaeology in Northumberland unearths nasty truths for a teenage girl and her family. Thrillingly short, practically a novella, this is a stunning achievement by a virtuoso talent.  
**pbk £8.99**

**CELESTIAL BODIES**  
_Jokha Alharthi_  
The evolution of traditional Omani society into its contemporary form, shown through the lives of three sisters. Alharthi has constructed a complete world in this short novel, accessed through the domestic rather than the grandiose. Compelling for its human insights, not just for the exoticism of the unfamiliar. Winner of the 2019 International Man Booker, and deservedly.  
**pbk £8.99**

**FACTFULNESS: TEN REASONS WE’RE WRONG ABOUT THE WORLD - AND WHY THINGS ARE BETTER THAN YOU THINK**  
_Hans Rosling_  
Is everything horrible and only likely to get worse? Not according to the famous Swedish statistician, a global TED phenomenon and author of this engaging and entertaining book about how most of us are wrong about the state of the world. Passionate about a fact-based worldview, he advocates factfulness: "the stress-reducing habit of only carrying opinions for which you have strong supporting facts". (Paperback edition also available).  
**£14.99**

**HEROIC FAILURE: BREXIT AND THE POLITICS OF PAIN**  
_Fintan O’Toole_  
If you read nothing else on our present crisis, try these incisive and often funny essays by the admirably dispassionate Irish commentator. He gives cultural context, draws parallels, and gracefully illuminates some of the lies and mysteries that have brought us to the current impasse. He also shows that Brexit expresses a particularly English discomfort within the British Union, menacing it from within., in two formats.  
**pbk £7.99 / pbk £11.99**

**THE PINE ISLANDS**  
_Marion Poschmann_  
A wry novel in which a middle-aged, unsuccessful lecturer (beards in cinema are his thing) travels in Basho’s footsteps towards the islands of Matsushima, with a suicidal young man for company. Dry, dead-pan, surprising.  
**£12.99**

**TRAGEDY, THE GREEKS AND US**  
_Simon Critchley_  
Poets should be exiled from the Republic according to Plato, Simon Critchley radically disagrees. In a profound intellectual excavation of Greek thought he elucidates the essential role tragedy plays in what it means to be human.  
**£16.99**

**THE POWER AND THE GLORY**  
_Graham Greene_  
Set in Mexico, Greene’s classic tells the tale of a fugitive Catholic priest. On the run he must discover if he is a good priest and, more importantly, a good man.  
**pbk £9.99**

**28 PARADISES**  
_Patrick Modiano, illustrated by Dominique Zehrfuss_  
An unassuming, gentle and mysterious reverie by the Nobel laureate and his wife, with hummingbirds and ibis under a turquoise sky, grazing on wild strawberries, where the roses grow without thorns and reality and dream melt into one another. This is a beautiful thing.  
**pbk £8.95**

*****************************************

Please place orders by telephone, letter, email or in person at the shop